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Abstract: Present global may be very plenty competitive world. Up growing era may be very plenty accountable in this 

example. The state which have more up to date generation, it dominates the sector. To live on in the opposition era is very 

tons crucial. In-dustry has very plenty have an effect on economic system for a country. Where there is industry, there must 

be production of a few merchandise. Technological improvement may be very a whole lot vital to industry for better product. 

Automation may be very important for industry. The applications of conveyer are increasing day by day within the 

manufacturing industries because of its flexibility and accuracy in cloth managing. Industries like packaging and food 

processing makes use of conveyer for the rapid production and much less energy utilization in cloth dealing with. In 

standard handiest a single  type  of  object  like  bottles  or  trays  are  monitored  and controlled on a single conveyor in 

industries. The trays at the conveyor are to be stopped at the required station and fabric to be filled in the trays on conveyor. 

This can be accomplished using the induction kind proximity sensors and cargo sensors located at distinctive positions in 

the machine. The IR sensor is used for safety as interlock.  In given system we can do the Design & fabrication of curler 

conveyer used inside the packaging &   transportation   machine   in   industries.   The   variety   of trays/packing containers  

to  be  stuffed  can  be  set  in  the  indexing  collection the use of pneumatics preventing arrangements & proximity sensors. 

Trays/packing containers after achieving the desired output the machine can be automatically stopped/start glide of boxes 

on conveyer. The output packaging constant may be without difficulty altered in among the system.  These  roller  conveyer  

can  switch  material  either ahead or opposite motion further its may be capable to hold the container as according to 

requirement at a function through the usage of pneumatic gadget at for meeting word 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

      A small object pneumatic diverter for excessive speed diversion of articles, which includes rejected object i.E. Unfinished or 

oversize or undersize product, from a transferring conveyor in a product coping with gadget. The pneumatic diverter is especially 

acceptable for diversion of small, fairly fragile articles once they were optically scanned for size, weight, first-class or rejected 

characteristics. The diverter has a pusher connected to a pneumatic actuator controlled compressed air dc valve this is connected to 

a supply of compressed air. 

      Aluminum Frame Conveyors: Many models are constructed of an assembled extruded aluminum frame which may be very 

robust but light weight. The easy, continuous floor of a conveyor belt is ideal for many product coping with programs. Cleated 

conveyors are commonly used to manipulate product on a horizontal or willing conveyor. The key attributes for cleated conveyors 

are the accuracy of the cleat spacing and sturdiness of the cleat inside the application. 
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III.PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Materials dealing with involves the movement, garage, manipulate, and safety of materials at some stage in their production, 

distribution, intake, and disposal. There are special material handling structures and device in commercial vegetation, which use 

conveyor device. It actions items from the source to the terminal as opposed to moving objects with people because of its ability of 

continuity inside the operation speed and consistency of objects in motion. Material dealing with structures tiers from simple pallet 

rack, shelving tasks to complicated overhead conveyor structures, computerized garage, and retrieval structures. Material managing 

also includes sorting and picking. In recent times, numerous sorting structures had been advanced. The programs of sorting varies 

from agricultural products, patron synthetic merchandise, books, and so on. Constantin and Michael in 2002 stated that every sorting 

methodology can be categorised based on the specification of two troubles. 

1. The form of the criteria aggregation model which is evolved for sorting purposes.  

2. The method hired to define the parameters of the sorting version . Few researches had been additionally based totally on 

computerized sorting, guide sorting and on-line sorting techniques. For example, few researchers proposed sorting device that can 

prepare extraordinary cloth. 

IV.OBJECTIVES 

1. Implementation of the pneumatic era. 

         2. Modified the existing mechanisms. 

3. To employ pneumatic gadget were operating fluid is with ease to be had. 

4.  To put together and green and fee effective gadget. 

 V.COMPONENT USED 

       Air Receiver: Receivers provide regular air stress in a pneumatic gadget, irrespective of verying or fluctuating intake. This 

permits in short happening consumption peaks to be balanced out, which cannot be made up by means of the compressor.  

 

                                                                                          Fig.Air Receiver 

     

     Compressed Air Filter: The compressed air passes through the filter out from left to right and is fed thru a baffle plate inside 

the filter bowl. The effect of the war plate is that the air is brought on to rotate, and the heavier dirt debris and water droplets are 

spun via centrifugal force in opposition to the internal wall of the filter out bowl. 

 

Fig: Compressed Air Filter 

 

     Pneumatic Actuator: An actuator is an output tool for the conversion of supply strength into beneficial paintings. The output 

sign is controlled with the aid of the system, and the actuator responds to the control signals via the very last manipulate detail. 

Other form of output device are used to indicate the repute of manage machine or actuator. 

 

 

                                                                                    Fig: Pneumatic Actuator 

       

 Pneumatic Valve: Pneumatic manage structures include sign components, control additives and a operating part. The sign and 

manipulate components influence the operating series of the operating detail and are termed valves. 
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     Fig: Pneumatic Valve 

 

Flow Control Valves: Flow manipulate valves (Throttle valves) impact the volumetric of compressed air, in both guidelines 

.                                                                                       Fig.Flow Control Valves 

 

Houise And Tubing: Beyond the compressed air distribution device, which consists of inflexible principal pipelines, feeder lines 

and associated fittings and add-ons, a way should be supplied for accomplishing clean, dry and lubricated compressed air to tooling 

and device. Air hose tubing are used for this motive. 

 

.                                                                                       Fig. Houise And Tubing 

 

VI.WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Easiest construction proven within the above 3-D figure in keeping with layout requirement there is one conveyor shown in 

determine slide the finish or rejected item from one vicinity to any other by conveyor belt, in line undersize or oversize items coming 

from the conveyor check the pleasant manipulate department and mark them by using chalk good enough or rejecter, operator reed 

or check the rejected item via naked eyes, as soon as oversize object coming in front of pneumatically operated pusher, operator 

diverted it in rejected direction way whereas end object is going toward end pathway, hooked up actuator paintings on the command 

of pneumatic valves through the operator guide handling.From the remark of the pneumatic circuit , In let compressor air line pipe 

given to inlet of manual operated  fifty two pneumatic valve ,valve has  position , One is ahead and another is  for opposite 

operation,The two out let of valves linked to the 2 port of actuator . 

 

WORKING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Fig: Methodology 

 The conceptual layout of pneumatic divertor for object sorting operations display in diagram of fig. No nine.1 in pneumatic circuit 

suggests 5/three pneumatic route manipulate hand lever operated valve synchronize with double appearing pneumatic cylinder to 

do the desired operation at the start we function 5/3 hand lever operated route control valve lever in ahead direction at this stage air 

flow given to port 1 from compressor line of 5/three course control valve is going to port 4 of pneumatic cylinder. At this degree 

motion of actuator rod extended out and pneumatic door near, Air in actuator lower back side piston exhausted out by port 

no.Three.At the time of sorting of rejected object we flow 5/3 hand lever operator route manage valve lever in reverse course on 
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the stage air float given to port 1 from compressor line of five/3 direction manage valve is going to port no. 2 of pneumatic cylinder 

at the degree movement of actuator rod circulate in opposite direction and pneumatic pusher push the rejected item in rejected path 

way, wherein as end item is going in the direction of finish direction way with out running of pusher, air present in actuator front 

side of piston exhausted out by way of port no.5. 

VII. DESIGN CALCULATION  

The force exerted by a double performing pneumatic cylinder can be expressed as; F = p A  

F= p π d2/4 (1)  

where, F = pressure exerted (N)  

p = gauge pressure (N/m2, Pa)  

A = complete bore place (m2)  

d = full bore piston diameter (m)  

8.2 DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER CALCULATOR FOR INPUT STROKE:                                                                                                                                       

The force exerted by means of double acting pneumatic cylinder on outstroke can be expressed as (1).  

The pressure exerted on in stroke may be expressed as F = p π (d12 - d22) / 4 (2) wherein d1 = full bore piston diameter (m) d2 = 

piston rod diameter (m)  

8.3 FORCE CALCULATIONS:  

Pressure of the cylinder = 200kpa Diameter of the cylinder = 25mm Diameter of the piston rod = 10mm  

8.4 CALCULATION FOR DOUBLE ACTING PISTON OUTSTROKE:  

The force exerted by way of a unmarried appearing pneumatic cylinder with 1 bar (one hundred and five N/m2) and complete 

bore diameter of 20 mm (0.02 m) can be calculated as  

F = p π d2 / 4 

= [(2*105)* π * (0.025)2 ]/4  F = 98 N  

8.5 CALCULATION - DOUBLE ACTING PISTON IN-STROKE:  

The force exerted from a single acting pneumatic cylinder with 2 bar (a hundred and five N/m2), complete bore diameter of 25 mm 

(0.0.5 m) and rod diameter 10 mm (zero.01 m) may be calculated as  

F = p π (d12 - d22) / 4 = (2*105) π [(0.025)2 - (0.01)2] / 4 F = 82 N  

In-stroke potential is decreased compared to outstroke capacity due to the rod and decreased active pressurized location. Through 

the pressure of 2 bar itself we should acquire the favored required operation so thru a mini compressor that might be outfitted into 

our car we can gain our reason. 

By standardizing, length of the piston rod = 230 mm 

= 0.23m 

  Technical Data 

  Stroke duration = a hundred mm = 0.10 m 

  C. Flow control Valve : Technical Data 

Port length : 0.635 x 10 ² m  

Pressure : 0-8 x 10 ⁵ N/m² 

Media : Air 
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VIII.FABRICATION:  

       Manufacture is the structure of metal designs by cutting, bowing, and gathering processes. It is a worth added process that 

includes the development of machines and designs from different unrefined substances. A manufacture shop will offer on a task, 

generally founded on the designing drawings, and assuming granted the agreement will separate the item.  

 

                                                                           

                                                                   Fig: Fabricated model 

 

CAD MODEL 

 

 

 

                                    Fig: CAD Model Of Pneumatic Divertor For Rejected Item 

IX.ANALYSIS 

      We are contrasting manual isolation of product separation and programmed isolation machine of  

 

The accompanying table shows the distinction among manual and automatic product separation 
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Sr.No. 

 

Description  

 

Manual  

 

Automatic  

1 Cost of machine Manpower cost 20000/- 

2 Separation rate 

(product/min) 

1 30 

3 Separation rate 

(product/day) 

8 80 

4 Electric power consumption  Nil 500 

5 Quality Moderate  Better  

6 Maintenance Nil Less  

7 Product Sorting Irregular sorting Regular sorting only 

  X.COST ANALYSIS 

 

 

Sr. No. 

 

Component 

 

Quantity  

 

Cost in Rs 

1 Pneumatic Double Acting Actuator 4 8000/- 

2 Hand Lever Pneumatic Valve 2 3000/- 

3 Pneumatic Fittings 6 900/- 

4 P U Tube 5 750/- 

5 Flow Control  6 2000/- 

6 Pneumatic T Fitting 4 2000/- 

7 Fabricated Work Charge - 2000/- 

8 Miscellaneous - 2000/- 

  Total cost 20000 

 

XI.ADVANTAGES 

1. Air is available everywhere 

2. Can be stored easily 

3. Clean and non–pollutant 

4. Transportable over long distances 

5.  High-speed operation 

6. No return lines 

7. Relatively low cost to produce 

8. Largely insensitive to temperature 

9. Technology can be easily learned 

  

XII.DISADVANTAGES 

          1.  Compressed air desires proper training. Dirt, humidity may not be present. 

          2. It isn't viable to obtain uniform and steady piston pace with compressed air.       

 

XIII.CONCLUSION 

 

• Not resistant to fluctuating load 

• Very high pace possible 

• Operating strain is minimal normally 6 bar  

• Uses only air 

• Air deliver is important 

• Very low operating value 

• Stroke manage is easy but fluctuation unavoidable 

• Simple protection 

• No trouble in gadget 
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• Overall price is low 

• Weight to pressure ratio is big 

• Cylinder cushioning isn't needed 
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